
gerasimov praises alaska soviet relations
by holly F reimerrelmer
tundra lhnnthncthnn reporter

mikhail gorbachevagorbachevsoorbachevsGorbachevs chief
spokesman gennadi gerasimov who
was in anchorage last week said he
was pleased to see that alaskansalaskasAlaskans and
soviets are meeting with each other
more often

gerasimovOprasimov spoke at the anchorage
chamb fr of commerce luncheon
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gerasimov said it was satisfying for
him to have contributed to opening the
ice curtain

while many diplomats were
traveling back and forth between
moscow and washington DC we
were quietly opening the back door
he said

and now with the cold war over
we meet each other more often

last month 49 of alaskasalanskas business
people visited several soviet parfar east

communities within the last year
many soviet groups have traveled to
alaska and there have been numerous
cultural exchanges and activities

he encouraged business medical as
well as more cultural exchangechange bet-
ween the two countcountriesties

even though gerasimov is aporiporbor3or
bachevsbachelsbachevs chief spokesman he said that
he left his official titlestides in washington
DC and was speaking as a con-
cerned

on
citizen

some ofgerasimovaofgerasunovsgerasimovsGerasimovs concerns were
events that are taking place in the
soviet union right now he said some
countries are saying that the soviets
dont want to be friends but
gerasimov insisted that they have no
enemies

we smile because we want to be
friends with every counrycoubry
gerasimov saidgaid
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to soviet consulate proposed
continued from page one stories about corrupt government en-

titieshe also talked about the soviet he believes this type of ex-
posureunions struggle for a more gave the people courage

democratic society viihperestroikaperestroikawith pere stroika even with openness however he
structuringrestructuringre the state and its admitted that there will be those who
economy and glasnostglas nost openness wont change simply because they

although these two ideas are great dont want to
ones gerasimov said people are still gerasimov said next in line is to
trying to iron out all the wrinkles make laws to give legal basis for

perestroikaPerestroika was long overdue he economic reform in the soviet union
said the soviets are also discussing the

gerasimov a former journalist who possibility of opening a soviet con-
sulatehas worked at the novosti press agen-

cy
in anchorage as well as in-

creasingsaid during the beginning of the efforts to work jointly with
soviet unions efforts toward alaskasalaskansAlaskans during search and rescue
democracy the media started printing missions


